
Old Gold: How To Earn Extra Cash Selling
Gold Jewelry Without Getting Scammed

Do you have a collection of old gold jewelry lying around in your drawers,
gathering dust? It's time to turn that neglected jewelry into extra cash! In this
article, we will guide you on how to sell your gold jewelry without falling victim to
scams, ensuring you get the best value for your treasures.

The Importance of Knowing the True Value

Before diving into the process of selling your gold jewelry, it is crucial to
understand its true value. Gold prices fluctuate daily, so it's wise to stay updated
with the current market rates. By knowing the value, you can negotiate better and
avoid being lowballed.
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Research Trusted Buyers

Scammers are abundant in the gold buying industry; hence, you must do
thorough research to find reputable buyers. Look for certified dealers and read
online reviews from trusted sources. Ask friends or family members for
recommendations, as their experiences can prove invaluable.

Get Multiple Appraisals

Don't settle for the first offer you receive. To ensure you're getting the best deal,
obtain appraisals from multiple buyers. Reputable buyers will thoroughly evaluate
your jewelry and provide transparent appraisals. Compare the offers and select
the one that offers the highest value.

Know the Gold's Purity and Weight

Understanding the purity and weight of your gold jewelry is crucial when
negotiating a fair price. The value of gold is determined by its purity, usually
measured in karats. Common karat measurements include 24k (pure gold), 18k,
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14k, and 10k. Additionally, knowing the weight in grams or troy ounces allows you
to calculate the value accurately.

Selling Methods: Pros and Cons

1. Local Jewelry Stores and Pawnshops

Local jewelry stores and pawnshops offer convenience, as you can physically
visit them to sell your gold. However, be cautious, as they may not always provide
the best value. Make sure to compare their offers with those of other buyers
before making a final decision.

2. Online Gold Buyers

Online gold buyers have gained popularity in recent years due to their
convenience and competitive prices. They offer free shipping kits that allow you
to send your gold securely. However, ensure the online buyer is reputable and
reliable by reading reviews and researching their background.

3. Auction Websites

If you believe your gold jewelry has historical or unique value, consider selling it
through auction websites. Such platforms attract collectors and enthusiasts who
might be willing to pay a premium price for rare pieces. However, bear in mind
that the auction process can be time-consuming, and there are additional fees
involved.

Beware of Scams and Red Flags

Despite taking precautions, it's essential to be aware of potential scams and red
flags when selling your gold jewelry. Avoid buyers who insist on purchasing
immediately without providing a proper evaluation. Additionally, be cautious of



buyers who offer significantly higher or lower prices compared to others – it's wise
to question such discrepancies.

Earning extra cash by selling old gold jewelry can be a profitable venture if done
right. Remember to stay informed about gold prices, research reputable buyers,
and obtain multiple appraisals for fair deals. By following these guidelines and
being cautious, you can transform your old gold into valuable cash without falling
victim to scams. Good luck with your selling journey!
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Have You Thought about Selling Your OLD Gold Jewelry to Take
Advantage of Gold and Silver Prices, but Don’t Know Where to
Start?

Do you have gold or silver jewelry you no longer wear?Have you stayed up late
watching TV ads tell you that old gold is worth a fortune and easy to sell? Were
you tempted to call for more information, but didn’t?Have you searched on
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Google only to find lots of scattered bits of information on selling old gold that
provides only part of the puzzle?

If you answered yes to any of the above questions, then GOLD: Old Gold, How to
Earn Extra Cash Selling Gold Jewelry Without Getting Scammed may be what
you’re looking for.

Inside this Book You’ll Benefit from learning:

How you can Determine the Maximum Value of your Old Gold and SilverWhat the
Options are for Selling Gold Jewelry such as Cash for Gold Buyers, Gold Parties,
Pawn Shops, Coin Shops, and Jewelry Stores?The Main Scams to Avoid When
Selling Used Gold.How to Prepare your Old Gold and Silver to Get Top Dollar?
What Tools and Tests are Available to Confirm Gold Purity to Avoid Getting
Cheated?The Negotiation Tips and Strategies that Help You Get the Most for
Your Old Gold and much more.

ALSO INCLUDES: Information Sources, Glossary, Weights and Measures, and
an About Author Section

This is all necessary information in one place to learnHow to Earn Extra Cash
Selling Your Old Gold without Getting Scammed.

Now ask yourself, How You Will Feel if You Get Taken by a
Dishonest Old Gold Buyer Simply Because You Didn’t Know How to
Avoid This?

At current gold and silver prices you could be leaving a lot of your hard earned
money on the table. And this doesn’t include all the wasted time, hassle, and
embarrassment of dealing with crooks and police to get your money or gold
jewelry back.



Having this information is a small price to pay to help ensure you won’t end up in
this position when selling old gold or silver.

Now Why Should You Believe Me and Read this book?

I have been in sales and investment marketing for over 30 years. In this time I
have meet lots of buyers and sellers of financial products including gold and silver
that have been very honest and nice to deal with. I have also meet others who
have been very charming and nice, but not so honest. As a result I have seen,
heard, and experienced, almost every tactic a con-artist uses to steal people’s
trust and hard earned money, including mine. So this isn’t the phony, buy now
and you’ll be a millionaire in five minutes advice. This information is actual
experience from dealing with and being burned by cheats and con artists who are
too lazy and greedy to make an honest living.

Added to this experience are thoroughly researched methods and tactics that old
gold scam artists use to cheat you and what you can do to avoid getting taken?

From the Author

In closing I hope You Won’t Think that This Won’t Happen to Me. This is because
according to current estimates more than 30 million people a year in the United
States fall victim to some form of financial fraud. These frauds are estimated to
cost a staggering $50 billion dollars yearly. And this estimate is believed to be
much higher as a result of most victims not reporting their losses due to the
embarrassment and shame of being taken. So let’s make it harder for cheats to
take our hard earned money and trust from not only you, but from your family and
friends who you will hopefully share this book with to prevent them from being
scammed when selling old gold jewelry.



Are you ready to Learn How to Earn Extra Cash Selling OLD Gold Jewelry
Without Getting Scammed?If you are scroll up and grab your copy today of Al
Craig’s Book, GOLD: Old Gold, How to Earn Extra Cash Selling Gold Jewelry
Without Getting Scammed.
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